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Reference Photo 
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This reference photo is of our own little house bunny Pickle. When I printed the reference 

photo out, there was a lot more blue in my printout than is visible if you are using a device 

such as an iPad to view your reference so you may need to make adjustments accordingly 

when selecting which colours to use. One of the problems with doing a black bunny is that 

it can be harder to make out all the detail and shapes so you might prefer to do what I have 

done here and change the photo to Sepia so that you have a brown bunny and then 

reference the grass and eye colouring from the more colourful photo. 

 

 
 

You will also notice that the top of the ear is missing in 

our reference photo and so I used a bit of creative licence 

to add that back in and also to add in an Easter egg using 

the following egg as a reference. 

 

Because I have added the egg in myself, it will probably 

be easier for you to use the line drawing provided to 

obtain your line drawing rather than trying to use the 

reference photo. The challenge in creating a line drawing 

for this artwork was deciding which elements to leave in 

and which to leave out so you can certainly mix it up and 

change things around to suit your own creative vision. 
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Introduction 
 

As you will see, I use a base layer of Caran D’ache Museum Aquarelle pencils, but it isn’t 

vital that you use this brand to achieve similar results. You can use the Watercolour Pencil 

Conversion Charts to work out which colours to substitute from your own brands. 

 

In most cases the Museum Aquarelle pencils only have numbers and not the names printed 

on their barrels and so to assist you in working out which pencils to use I have attached a 

colour chart for these pencils, that shows both the name and the number, on the page after 

the materials list. 

 

You will also see that I have used a large range of regular coloured pencils. One of the 

reasons for this is because at different points throughout the artwork, I found certain 

brands adhered better to the wood than other brands and sometimes this would be the 

Luminance, at other times the Pablos. The Polychromos are best saved for detail work and 

cleaning up around the edges as they are often a bit too transparent to really give the 

opaque coverage we are after. I don’t want you to go out and have to buy lots and lots of 

new pencils and so I encourage you to work with the brands and colours that you already 

have and you may find that the regular Coloured Pencil Conversion Charts help you in 

working out which colours to substitute. 

 

The key is to think in terms of colour groups and hues rather than getting bogged down by 

specific colours. You can get very similar results to me by using completely different 

brands and colours and by working in light layers with colour shifts here and there. 

 

In the same way, you don’t need to use the Ply to complete this tutorial – you can also 

complete this tutorial on watercolour paper, watercolour canvas or any surface that is 

receptive to watercolours and pencils. The only difference is that you may not be able to 

scratch out the whiskers on some other surfaces. If working on paper, you can skip the 

section on watercolour pencils and simply use oil and wax-based pencils. 

 

When it comes to colouring the Easter egg, I encourage you to tap into your creativity and 

mix the colours up a bit. It really doesn’t matter what colours or patterns you use on your 

egg, so long as there are lighter areas and more shadowed areas and you make your 

colours progressively darker as they fall into the shadows of the grass. As you will see 

later in this tutorial, I started out with an underpainting using certain colours on my egg 

and then later adjusted these colours slightly when I added the upper layers of pencil. Be 

free with your colours and have fun. 

 

In this tutorial the watercolour pencils and wax and oil-based pencils are applied to 

unprimed wood. If you would prefer to work without the watercolour pencils, then you can 

prime with a transparent gesso or use a primer such as Colourfix clear primer and that will 

give you a similar result. 

 

http://www.karenhullart.com/Watercolour-Pencil-Conversion-Comparison-Charts.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Watercolour-Pencil-Conversion-Comparison-Charts.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
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Materials 
 

• 9x12 inch Cradled Birch Plywood (in Australia, you can get some from Eckersleys 

https://www.eckersleys.com.au/products/art/canvas/panelsboard/artitude-artists-

standard-edge-canvas-board and in the US, you can order it from Dick Blicks 

http://www.dickblick.com/products/american-easel-wood-painting-panels/) 

• Watercolour pencils 

o Caran D’ache Museum Aquarelles (CDM): 001 White, 009 Black, 041 

Apricot, 112 Manganese Violet, 120 Violet, 131 Periwinkle Blue, 149 Night 

Blue, 159 Prussian Blue, 181 Light Malachite Green, 182 Cobalt Green, 210 

Emerald Green, 212 Chromium Oxide Green, 220 Grass Green, 225 Moss 

Green, 240 Lemon Yellow, 245 Light Olive, 249 Olive, 470 Spring Green, 

571 Anthraquinoid Pink, 583 Violet Pink, 661 Light Cobalt Blue, 662 

Genuine Cobalt Blue, 710 Phthalocyanine Green, 720 Bright Green,  

• Coloured pencils 

o Faber Castell Polychromos (FC): 101 White, 102 Cream, 112 Leaf Green, 

132 Light Flesh, 133 Magenta, 134 Crimson, 140 Light Ultramarine, 152 

Middle Phthalo Blue, 156 Cobalt Green, 157 Dark Indigo, 158 Deep Cobalt 

Green, 159 Hooker’s Green, 160 Manganese Violet, 162 True Green, 165 

Juniper Green, 166 Grass Green, 167 Permanent Green Olive, 172 Earth 

Green, 199 Black, 263 Caput Mortuum Violet, 246 Prussian Blue, 267 Pine 

Green,  

o Prismacolor Verithins (PV): Dark Black, White,  

o Caran D’ache Pablos (CDP): 001White, 009 Black, 041 Apricot, 043 

Brownish Orange, 051 Salmon, 081 Pink, 090 Purple, 091 Light Purple, 099 

Aubergine, 139 Indigo Blue, 140 Ultramarine, 145 Bluish Grey, 147 Sky 

Blue, 149 Night Blue, 155 Blue Jeans, 159 Prussian Blue, 221 Light Green, 

241 Light Lemon Yellow, 240 Lemon Yellow, 245 Light Olive, 371 Bluish 

Pale, 493 Granite Rose,  

o Caran D’ache Luminance (CDL): 001White, 009 Black, 093 Violet Grey, 

095 Light Aubergine, 112 Manganese Violet, 182 Cobalt Green, 470 Spring 

Green, 630 Ultramarine Violet, 661 Light Cobalt Blue, 662 Genuine Cobalt 

Blue, 862 Burnt Sienna 10%,  

o Derwent Drawing: Chinese White (read tutorial first as you may not need 

this – it is used to add highlights to the egg) 

• Pan Pastels (These were used for the sky and are an optional extra): Ultramarine 

Blue Tine, Permanent Red Tint, Magenta Tint and Diarylide Yellow Tint 

• White Transfer paper 

• Drafting film or tracing paper 

• Embossing tool 

• Fine round watercolour paint brush (I used a Taklon 970 round) 

• A larger flat watercolour brush for the larger areas of the bunny 

• Water 

• Fixative and Varnish 

https://www.eckersleys.com.au/products/art/canvas/panelsboard/artitude-artists-standard-edge-canvas-board
https://www.eckersleys.com.au/products/art/canvas/panelsboard/artitude-artists-standard-edge-canvas-board
http://www.dickblick.com/products/american-easel-wood-painting-panels/
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• Paper towel (to rest your hand on) 

• Soft brush to remove pencil dust 

• Makeup wedge or sponge to use with Pan Pastels 

• Slice Pen knife (this is completely optional and is used to scratch out whiskers on 

our bunny). The Slice Pen knife is a craft knife with a ceramic blade and is available 

from Dick Blicks. This knife has a less damaging blade than an exacto knife but still 

allows you to scratch out hairs. 

 

 
 

Cradled Birch Ply 

 

 
 

http://www.dickblick.com/products/slice-pen-cutter/
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Transferring Your Image 
 

Use your preferred method for transferring the image from the reference photo to your 

surface area. I use drafting film and a light box to get an initial outline and then use a sharp 

tool such as a needle or a needle punch tool like the one pictured and some graphite 

transfer paper and then go around my outline (fairly gently) on the drafting film to transfer 

it to the Plywood. 

 
 

Outline Drawing 
 

This image shows you my initial outline drawing which was done using the Black Verithin 

but because this can be hard to make out, I have converted it to a full-size ink drawing on 

the next page. You will also see that I have cropped the final line drawing to fit my piece 

of ply. 
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Laying down your Watercolour Base 
 

In this first image, you can see where I have started to lay down my first layers of Museum 

Aquarelle watercolour pencils (applying them dry directly to the ply) and I have provided 

a key to show you which colours were used for each area. At this stage I am looking at 

each blade of grass and trying to find the lightest colour and the overall colour hue. I don’t 

want you to get hung up on trying to match colours exactly because you can adjust and 

change colours once you go over them with the regular colour pencils. One thing to keep 

in mind is that the more thickly you apply your watercolour pencil, the more readily your 

wax and oil-based pencils will adhere. By the time I got to the end of the grass, I worked a 

little more quickly and with less care which meant I had less watercolour pencil pigment 

in my base layers, and this did make it harder to work over. 

 

It can be hard to navigate and work out which blades of grass to include and which ones 

not to and you can sometimes lose track of where you are up to. Wherever possible, look 

for the darkest shapes that indicate shadows, and mark these in first and these will then act 
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as markers that you can work your blades of grass around. When working on wood, you 

will always find you get better colour adherence and saturation if you work against, rather 

than with the wood grain. You may find there are some sections that are quite non-

receptive to the pencil no matter what you do but, in these areas,, I try mixing up the 

brands and persist with gentle layers and can usually get a certain level of opaque 

covering. 

 

The next thing we do is to add water and for me that is the fun part. I used a 970 Taklon 

round brush, dipped it in water and then wiped any excess water off so that it was just 

damp enough to dissolve the pencil pigment without causing bleeding into the surrounding 

areas. When you first apply the pencil, it looks grainy and uneven but with the application 

of water it smooths out nicely and fills in the grooves of the plywood. 

 

 If, once you add water, you are unhappy with your colour selections or with the opacity of 

your colour, you can add further layers of watercolour pencil with water, but you then 

need to wait for the pigment to thoroughly dry before working with the regular pencils. 
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As you can see, I am working from left to right on this image and so in the next step we 

start to lay down colour for our Easter Bunny. If you look closely at the upper part of the 

bunny’s back, you can see where the wood grain is showing through more than it is on the 

lower section. This later made it harder going when I tried to add the wax and oil-based 

pencils, so with the benefit of hindsight, sometimes it is better to go back over your 

watercolour pencil layers until it is nice and opaque. 

 

You can also use this image as a guide to better study the placement of colour and detail 

for your blades of grass as we slowly work from left to right. You will note that as we 

move from the bunny to the grass, that I overlap the darker blue with the darker green for a 

more seamless look so that the viewer is a little unclear where the grass starts and the 

bunny finishes. 
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The Bunny’s Face 

 

 

Moving further to the 

right and we are now 

starting on our Easter 

Bunny’s face. As you 

can see, the placement 

of my colour is fairly 

rough although I am 

still following the 

general direction of the 

fur. As much as 

possible, I try to have 

my different colours 

overlapping so that we 

have a more seamless 

transition between 

colour shifts.  

 

The only area I am 

particularly fussy is 

around the eye, where 

we want to maintain 

clean margins and we 

want a lovely clean and 

glossy eye. 

Just off to the left, you 

can see where I added 

colour to the right ear 

using the two darker 

blue colours 149 and 

159, along with a touch 

of black (009). The 

mauve colour at the top of the ear was coloured using 112. 

 

The next image shows you our Bunny’s face after water has been added. Try not to 

overwork your areas as this can sometimes cause the underneath layers to lift off. You 

want to use just enough water so as to dissolve the pencil pigment but if you use too much 

then your pigment will become dilute and apart from causing bleeding, you will also find 

that it doesn’t fill in the grooves for you and your subsequent layers may not adhere. 
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Whilst it isn’t evident in the key above, I used the White Museum Aquarelle 001 to do a 

base layer of white for the highlight of the eye and you can see that after water has been 

added in the image below. 
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The Eye 
 

The next image shows you a close-up of the eye. At this point, I really felt the need to 

instil some life into our Easter Bunny and of course that means adding detail and gloss to 

the eye using the wax and oil-based pencils. 

 
Using (FC) Middle Phthalo Blue, I draw in the almost lattice like reflections that you can 

see in the highlight of the eye, not being too precise but more indicating reflections. I then 

used a combination of (FC) Caput Mortuum Violet and (FC) Magenta to draw the reddish 

ring that runs around the bottom of the pupil. (FC) Black with a nice sharp point was used 

to draw an outline either side of this ring, bringing it down to a point at the tear duct. The 

rest of the pupil was coloured using a combination of (FC) Prussian Blue and (CDP) 

Ultramarine. (FC) Dark Indigo is used to add detail and a cleaner outline to the highlight 

of the pupil and to blend the areas between the black and brighter blues. 

 

(FC) Light flesh was used to colour the outer rim of the eye. If you find the Faber Castell 

Light Flesh doesn’t give you enough colour saturation in this area, then you may find the 

(CDP) Granite Rose works better. The line along the lower eyelid has been drawn in using 

(FC) Magenta with a sharp point and pressing firmly. You might also notice there are little 

lines radiating out to the right from this outline. (FC) Black is then used to add the upper 

eyelashes and the black area above the eye. I found that my Polychromo Black did look a 

bit shiny and was digging into the ply on this upper section and so once again I reached for 

the Pablo Black. If you have a range of different brands, then it sometimes pays to mix it 

up and if one colour or brand isn’t working then you may find another will do the job for 

you. 
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The Face 
 

In the next image, we are moving out from the eye to the rest of the face and I am roughly 

starting to add in my pencil layers for the fur. 

 

 
 

Once I started to add fur to the face of the Bunny, I found that the Polychromos were too 

hard for this purpose and that the Caran D’ache Pablos worked better. I have used the 

(CDP) Black on the nose with fur strokes radiating out and also on the lower cheek and 

chin area. The blues used on the face of the Bunny, working from darkest to lightest and 

all from the Pablo range include Prussian Blue, Night Blue, Ultramarine, Bluish Grey, 
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Blue Jeans and Bluish Pale. You will also find that the lighter Pablos layer better over 

darker colours than the Polychromos. 

 

Just above the eye, you should be able to see where I have added some mauve coloured 

fur, and this was done using the Luminance Light Aubergine. 

 

 

The Face and Body 
 

 
 

In this image you can see that I have used all the blues mentioned in the step above to 

continue to add layers of fur to the nose and area between the eyes. The little area at the tip 

of the nose was coloured pink using (CDP) Light Purple, which was then outlined using 

(FC) Magenta. The mauve areas above and below the pink tip were shaded using (CDL) 
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Manganese Violet and (FC) Magenta. The (FC) Black was used to outline the tip of the 

nose and give further definition.  

 

At first glance it might seem like the lighter right cheek was white, but I only used white 

on the upper highlighted areas of the forehead. The right cheek was coloured using a 

combination of (CDL) Burnt Sienna 10% along with (CDL) Light Cobalt Blue and some 

(CDP) Bluish Pale. As I mentioned before, you may find in some areas that one colour 

will apply well and then in other areas you might need to try a different brand – working 

on the wood can be a little unpredictable so it is a case of trial and error.  

 

Colours used on the upper back include (CDL) Light Cobalt Blue, (CDL) Violet Grey, 

(CDL) Burnt Sienna 10%, (CDL) Sepia 10%, (CDP) Granite Rose and (CDP) Brownish 

Orange. I used the (CDP) Black to add the shadows to the inner right ear (on the left as we 

look at the bunny). 

 Colours used on the upper head include a combination of (CDL) Light Aubergine, (CDL) 

Ultramarine Violet, (CDL) Burnt Sienna 10% and (CDL) Light Cobalt Blue, along with all 

of the blues already used. Study the shifts from light to dark and if you are unsure of your 

placement, then turning your picture upside down and comparing it to your reference can 

be helpful. 
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In the image above you can see how, with multiple layers, the fur starts to smooth out and 

blend nicely. 

On the upper ear I have used a combination of (CDP) Bluish Grey, (CDP) Blue Jeans, 

(CDL) Genuine Cobalt Blue, and (CDL) Light Cobalt Blue with a touch of (CDL) White 

along the lighter areas. On the upper part of the nose pad and any areas that look a little bit 

purplish I used (CDP) Aubergine. On all the other areas of the face and body, I’ve used all 

the colours used so far and continued to layer until the fur blends together and the 

underneath watercolour pencil layers are no longer visible. 

 

If you look closely at the top of the tip of the nose you might just be able to make where I 

used the ceramic knife blade to scratch out a few fine hairs. The fine hairs that come out 
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into the right ear from the right cheek were created by using a sharp bluish pale and 

pressing firmly so that you are scratching into the darker shadows of the ear. 

 

The Egg and Chest 
 

 

 

In the next step we add some base colour to our Easter egg. The Museum Aquarelle 

Watercolour Pencils used for the egg are shown in this map to the left. If using a range of 

colours on your egg as I have done, then it is best to overlap your colours as you work 

from each area so that you have smoother transitions of colour once you add water.  

 

Later in our tutorial, I show you the colours to use to work over your egg but I did struggle 

to add in my white highlighted areas over the darker base so I suggest when adding the 

initial watercolour layers to your egg that you include white as well to show the lightest 

highlighted areas of the egg. 
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Even though I had already added a base layer of watercolour pencils to the chest of our 

bunny, I decided to lighten this area up a bit and so used a combination of 661 and 662 

from the Museum Aquarelle range to add some lighter tones to the outside of the chest.  

 

Use this image as a guide to work out the placement of colour for the rest of your grass. As 

you can see my application of colour got a little sloppier and rushed as we move to the 

right of the artwork and this did make my job a little more difficult once I started to add 

the upper layers of colour. 

 

The next image shows you how the artwork looks after you add water to the egg, the rest 

of the grassy areas and the upper chest where I added the lighter blues. 
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The image above shows you how we go back over the chest area with the wax and oil 

based pencils to add in the fur and detail. Colours used here include (CDP) Black, (FC) 

Dark Indigo and (FC) Black for the darker hairs and shadows, (CDL) Light Cobalt Blue 

and (CDL) Genuine Cobalt Blue for the lightest areas of fur and then for the mid toned 

areas I used (CDP) Bluish Grey, (CDP) Ultramarine and (CDP) Night Blue. When 

working on the lighter hairs, press a little more firmly so that you dig up the darker areas 

and add highlights. 

 

Be sure to follow the direction of the fur, but at the same time working in and around the 

blades of grass adding definition and clean edges. 

 

The Whiskers 
 

At this point, I took the Slice Ceramic Blade knife and added in the whiskers and hairs 

above the eye. You might need to practice this on another piece of wood first – the key is 

to scratch out the pencil pigment without scratching too deeply into the wood and your 

strokes need to be clean and confident so that you get nice smooth whiskers. Use this 

image as a guide for the placement and direction of your whiskers. You can go over your 

whiskers with a white pencil if you want to but it shouldn’t really be necessary as 

sometimes this can make the whiskers look messier and we want them to be nice and fine. 
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The Grass 
 

 
 

With our bunny completed, we are now ready to come down and add some detail and 

definition to the grass below. For those blades that were under painted with a golden 

yellow colour, I have used greens such as (FC) Grass Green and (FC) Leaf green to add 

colour and brightness. On some blades of grass, you can see a line running down the 

middle so add these in wherever you can see them. Golden yellow highlights were added 

or enhanced using (CDP) Light Olive and (CDL) Spring Green. Those blades of grass that 

started with a pale blue base were coloured using blue green colours such as (FC) Earth 

Green, (FC) True Green and (CDL) Cobalt Green. Light green highlights were adding 

with the (CDP) Light Green and darker blue-green details were drawn in using (FC) 

Juniper Green. Mid-range green blades of grass were coloured using (FC) Permanent 

Green Olive (I used this colour the most), (FC) Hooker’s Green and (FC) Pine Green. 

Darker blades and shadows were coloured with (FC) Deep Cobalt Green. For the very 

darkest shadows the (FC) Deep Cobalt Green was combined with the (FC) Dark Indigo, 

especially in the shadows of the rabbit. 
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This close-up gives you an idea as to how the colours and detail progress as we move from 

left to right. Gold and yellow highlights are drawn in with a heavy hand using (FC) Cream 

and (CDP) Light Lemon Yellow. White highlights on the tip, or down the centre of some 

blades are added using either the (FC) White or the (PV) White. In the image below we 

have worked across about half of the grass. 
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Finishing the Egg  
 

 
 

Before we got too much further on our grass, I wanted to finish off the egg. In this 

combined image you can see the highlights on my egg don’t really stand out as much as 

they would if I had used white in my initial under-painting. I found none of the whites I 

had been using were very effective over the darker colours but then I used the Derwent 

Drawing White which is an extremely waxy, opaque white and this enabled me to at least 

get some lighter areas rendered (something to keep in mind if you ever need to work over 

darker areas).  

 

If you compare the images on the left and right, you can see where I decided to change 

some of the colours – I wasn’t happy with the pale aqua colour to the left of the egg and so 

worked over it with a combination of purple and aqua which gave a nice bluish purple. On 

the pink part of the egg, I used (CDP) Pink, transitioning to (CDP) Salmon as the egg turns 

more peach and then as we move towards the yellow, I introduced (CDP) Apricot. The 

colours are applied with tiny circular strokes and as we do with the watercolour under 

painting, the colours overlap at the margins.  

 

The golden yellow areas were coloured using (CD) Lemon Yellow and (FC) Cream. 

Moving down to the left side of the egg where it turns brighter pink, I introduced (CDP) 

Purple, (FC) Magenta, and then as we work over the aqua areas, I used a combination of 

(FC) Manganese Violet and (FC) Cobalt Green. The bluish areas were coloured using 

(CDP) Sky Blue and (FC) Light Ultramarine. 
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The last of the Grass and Egg 

 

The above image shows you how we finish off the colour at the base of the egg and you 

can also better make out the layout of the grass now that I have added definition. The 

colours used at the base of the egg include (FC) Dark Indigo and (CDP) Indigo Blue and 

as you get even deeper into the grass then add a touch of (FC) Deep Cobalt Green. You 

don’t have to have your grass placement exactly the same as mine and you can use some 

creative licence to add either fewer or more blades. 

 

A Word about the Background 

 

Initially, I wasn’t sure if I would add a background but as our artwork came close to being 

finished, I decided we needed to inject a touch of magic into the mix. You might come up 

with your own creative background and I encourage you to explore different options to 

add a bit of wonder to your image. To create this background, I used the Museum 

Aquarelle white pencil and a just damp fine brush to add the star lights to the background. 

The pencil pigment was taken directly from the tip of the pencil with the damp brush and 

was then applied to the background. 
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The soft cloud of colour was added using a makeup wedge and Pan Pastels in the 

following colours: Ultramarine Blue Tine, Permanent Red Tint, Magenta Tint and 

Diarylide Yellow Tint. Once I applied the first coat of fixative to the artwork, I found my 

white stars had disappeared a bit behind the Pan Pastel cloud and so I reapplied the white 

Museum Aquarelle over the top which then retained most of its whiteness with the next 

application of fixative. If you want even brighter stars, then I recommend using an opaque 

white artist ink. 

 

Finishing off your artwork 
 

Once your Easter Bunny is finished, I would carefully go around it with a kneadable eraser 

gently picking up any grubby marks which don’t always show up on the wood until 

varnish has been applied. When you are happy with your piece apply several light coats of 

fixative. Once these layers have dried, I recommend applying 6-8 coats of a UV Varnish. I 

like to use a gloss varnish, but you can also use satin or matte. You will find that the 

varnish darkens both your artwork and the surrounding timber areas, so it is important to 

take that into consideration. I really love the way the varnish darkens and brightens 

everything but if you want your colours to stay true and prefer a more subtle look then you 

might prefer to hang your piece behind glass and omit the varnish. 

 

The beauty of working on the Cradled Birch ply is that you can screw your D rings 

directly into the back of the cradle which saves the expense of framing. Some exhibitions 

however do ask that all works are framed so it is important to check the guidelines for any 

exhibitions you are planning to enter. With any timber surface, even once varnished, there 

is still a risk of scratching and indentation, especially if something heavy is placed on your 

artwork so it is important that the surface is carefully protected during transportation and 

you need to trust that any gallery owners or exhibition co-ordinators will also take due 

care as I have had a couple of pieces (coloured pencil on pine) ruined when the convenors 

leaned other artworks up against them and the screws from the back of the other artworks 

damaged my artwork. The plywood is a little harder than the pine but there is still the risk 

of damage without due care. 

 

I hope that this tutorial has given you the confidence and enthusiasm to instil a little colour 

and whimsy into your artworks and look forward to seeing what you create. 

 

Happy Drawing! 
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Final Artwork 
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Other Tutorials 
 

The following pages include images and links to tutorials on my website at 

www.karenhullart.com.  

As thanks for purchasing this kit you can use the code 5ed7c490b3 to get 10% 

discount off your next purchase. 

 
 

     

    

    

http://www.karenhullart.com/
http://www.karenhullart.com/Coloured-Pencil-Conversion-and-Comparison-Charts.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Watercolour-Pencil-Conversion-Comparison-Charts.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Splash-Tutorial-in-Coloured-Pencil.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Ruby-Tutorial.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Step-by-Step-Tutorial-Amber-Cat.php
https://www.karenhullart.com/Realistic-Landscapes-in-Coloured-pencil.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/Creative-Colour-with-Realism.php
http://www.karenhullart.com/The-Apprentice-Tutorial.php
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